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Rodents are classical model species to investigate spatial synchrony in population

fluctuation. Yet, previous studies have been strongly biased geographically toward high

latitude (boreal ecosystem) and limited in their spatial scale, i.e., few sampling sites

separated by a few tens of kilometers. Both aspects currently limit our understanding of

rodent population dynamics across space. In this study we investigate vole population

synchrony at a large spatial scale in central Europe. We used long-term breeding success

of a vole-eating raptor specialist, the European kestrel, as an indicator of vole abundance.

We first demonstrate that the productivity of kestrels is highly dependent on the availability

of voles and as such is a good proxy of vole abundance. Secondly, we assessed the

spatial synchrony of kestrel productivity and its scaling. We found that kestrel productivity

fluctuated synchronously at a large spatial scale, up to a distance of 300 km. This

result suggests that vole populations in central Europe varied in synchrony at large

spatial scales, similarly as in northern latitudes. The most likely mechanism resulting

in such large scale synchrony of vole populations is synchronized density-independent

environmental conditions.

Keywords: Falco tinnunculus, population dynamics, prey abundance, spatial synchrony, spatial autocorrelation

INTRODUCTION

Spatial population synchrony, i.e., the fact that populations in different locations exhibit correlated
fluctuations, has been subject to intensive research since the early-stage of ecological research
(Elton, 1924; Moran, 1953). For a given species, spatial population synchrony may occur as a
consequence of density-independent synchronized environmental conditions (i.e., Moran effect;
Moran, 1953; Hudson and Cattadori, 1999), individual dispersal among populations (Bjørnstad
et al., 1999; Koenig, 1999) or due to the synchronizing effect of density-dependent trophic
interaction, e.g., highly mobile predators or parasite–host systems (Norrdahl and Korpimäki, 1996;
Koenig, 1999). Over the last decade studies have tried to disentangle the respective contribution
of these three mechanisms to population synchrony (Bjørnstad et al., 1999; Liebhold et al., 2004).
It appeared that their relative importance is largely a matter of scale and location. Although it is
generally accepted that the Moran effect is dominating the overall level of synchrony, dispersal
could be non-negligible at small spatial scales (Sutcliffe et al., 1996; Heino et al., 1997; Hudson
and Cattadori, 1999; Bellamy et al., 2003; Pardikes et al., 2017). The underlying mechanism driving
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spatial population synchrony may also change according to
location. For instance, while predators are likely to be a key
factor for vole population synchrony in southeastern Norway
(Ims and Andreassen, 2000), they hardly have any effect on vole
populations in northern England (Petty et al., 2000; Graham
and Lambin, 2002). As a consequence, it is necessary to study
population synchrony at different locations and spatial scales if
we want to reach a comprehensive understanding of mechanisms
driving population dynamics (Oli, 2019).

Arvicoline species (voles and lemmings) are historical model
species in the study of spatial population synchrony (Elton, 1924;
Bjørnstad et al., 1999). However, our current understanding of
population synchrony in this taxon is still incomplete owing
to two major limiting factors. First, while many studies have
investigated rodent population dynamics locally, far less have
investigated dynamics at larger spatial scales (i.e., >100 km, but
seeHuitu et al., 2008) due to the financial and logistical difficulties
associated with such population monitoring (Steen et al., 1996).
Second, our understanding of arvicoline population dynamics
is strongly biased toward high latitude in boreal and tundra
ecosystems with very few studies from lower latitudes (Steen
et al., 1996; Ims and Andreassen, 2000; Angerbjörn et al., 2001;
Krebs et al., 2002; Huitu et al., 2003b, 2008; Cheveau et al., 2004;
Sundell et al., 2004).

In this study we investigated vole population synchrony at a
large spatial scale in central Europe (Switzerland). We challenge
the difficulty in obtaining large-scale vole abundance data by
studying the breeding performance of a raptor species specialized
in voles, the European kestrel Falco tinnunculus. Because diurnal
raptors and owls specialized in rodents are strongly dependent on
the availability of their prey, their breeding success or population
density are very good indicators of the population dynamics
of small mammals (Elton, 1924; Petty et al., 2000; Cheveau
et al., 2004; Sundell et al., 2004; Solonen et al., 2015), and
have already previously been used to investigate population
synchrony of voles (Sundell et al., 2004).We first demonstrate the
strong relationship between vole availability and kestrel breeding
performance in our study area. Then we study variation in
kestrel breeding performance at the scale of entire Switzerland
to provide new insights into vole spatial population synchrony in
central Europe.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Area and Data Collection
The study was carried out on the Swiss central plateau
with a maximal extension of about 300 km from south-west
(Geneva) to north-east (St-Gallen). The area is dominated by
open agricultural landscape (Figure S1). We use data collected
between 2008 and 2018 from a total of 6,187 broods that
occurred in 879 nest boxes (Figure 1). Volunteers monitored
kestrel broods and recorded the number of chicks reaching the
ringing age in successful broods. Kestrel breeding performance is
known to be strongly related to vole abundance (Village, 1990;
Korpimäki and Norrdahl, 1991). To check the validity of this
relationship in our study area, fresh prey remains in nest boxes
have been quantified in a part of the study area (Figure S1). The

total number of voles and birds found each year in nest boxes
at the ringing time were recorded (n = 1,641). These data were
used to estimate the relative abundance of voles in the kestrel
diet which is known to mirror the relative densities of the voles
in the field (Village, 1982; Korpimäki, 1986). Among vole items
identified at the species level (n = 615), Microtus arvalis was
by far the most abundant species representing 86% of the prey.
The other identified species were Arvicola amphibious, Microtus
agrestis, and Clethrionomys glareolus.

Relationship Between Productivity and
Vole Abundance
Wemodeled productivity, defined as the number of chicks at the
ringing age in successful broods, using a Normal distribution:
9i, t ∼ N

(

δt , σ 2
Prod

)

where 9i, t is the observed productivity
in nest box i in year t, δt is the estimated average productivity
in year t and σ 2

Prod is the residual variance. We used a Normal
instead of a Poisson distribution because only the former fitted
the observed data well. Voles are the preferred prey of kestrels
whereas birds are more opportunistically hunted and mostly
when vole abundance is low, since they are more difficult to catch
(Village, 1990). Thus, we used the proportion of voles in prey
remains as an index of the annual vole abundance. We modeled
the number of voles in prey remains using a Binomial model:
N.volet ∼ Bin(γt , N.preyt) where N.volet is the number of voles
counted in prey remains in year t, N.preyt is the total number
of prey remains (both birds and voles) counted in year t, and γt
is the estimated index of vole abundance in year t. Finally, the
relationship between productivity and estimated vole abundance
is tested in a joint linear model:

log(δt) = β0 + β∗1γt + ǫδ
t

where δt is the estimated average productivity in year t, β0 is
the intercept, β1 the slope describing the relationship between
productivity and the estimated index of the vole abundance
(γ t) in year t and εδ

t is the residual term that we assumed to be
normally distributed with mean 0 and variance σ 2

δ .

Spatial Synchrony and Relationship With
Distance
We used pairwise temporal correlations of productivity between
nest boxes as a measure of synchrony in kestrel productivity
to infer vole population synchrony. Given the number of nest
boxes (n = 879) we could potentially estimate 385,881 pairwise
temporal correlations of productivity. However, not all nest boxes
were occupied or successful in each year. We only estimated such
pairwise temporal correlation when productivity was available for
at least three common years. For these reasons the final number
of pairwise correlation was reduced to 199,502 (Figure 1). We
estimated pairwise correlations of productivity between nest
boxes using a hierarchical model derived from the residual
decomposition technique (Johnson and Hoeting, 2003). First,
for each nest box, we computed the standardized productivity
as follows:

9std
i,t = (9 i, t − µi)/ σi
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FIGURE 1 | Number of unique pairs of nestbox comparisons by 10 km distance classes. Distances from 280 to 310 km were pooled into a single class due to small

sample size.

where 9i, t is the observed productivity in nest box i in year t, µi

is the average productivity in nest box i over the study duration
and σi is the standard deviation of the productivity in nest box i
over the study duration.

To estimate the pairwise temporal correlation of productivity
between nest boxes i and j, we expressed the standardized
productivity in nest box i in year t as a linear effect of the
standardized productivity in nest box j the same year.

9std
i,t = cori,j

∗9std
j,t + εi,j,t

where cori,j is the pairwise temporal correlation of productivity
between nest boxes i and j and εi,j,t is the residual that we assumed
to be normally distributed with mean 0 and variance σ 2

ε .
Finally, the pairwise temporal correlation is expressed as a

linear effect of distance:

cori,j = β0 + β∗1di,j + εcori,j

where β0 is the intercept, β1 is the slope describing the
relationship between pairwise temporal correlations (cori,j) and
the standardized distance between these nest boxes (di,j) and
εcori,j is the residual that we assumed to be normally distributed

with mean 0 and variance σ 2
εcor . We considered both linear and

quadratic relationships.
Models were fitted with a Bayesian approach using Markov

Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) techniques in software JAGS
(Plummer, 2003). We used vague Normal prior distributions
for the regression coefficients, a Uniform prior distribution
between −1 and 1 for correlation coefficient and a Uniform
prior distribution for the standard deviation of the random effect
(Appendix S1).

RESULTS

The proportion of voles in prey remains showed strong variation
over the years from 30 to 85% (Figure S2). This index of vole
abundance was strongly positively related to productivity (0.56
[0.40, 0.72], Figure 2), explaining 86% of the temporal variability.
Thus, we consider kestrel productivity to be a reliable predictor
of vole abundance in our study area.

Mean pairwise correlation of kestrel productivity between nest
boxes was strictly positive (95% CRI [0.12, 0.13]). This indicates
that kestrel productivity and thus vole dynamics showed
consistent fluctuations at the scale of Switzerland. Furthermore,
the correlation of productivity between nests clearly declined
with distance following a quadratic form (Table 1). Positive
synchrony persisted over large distances, decreased by 50%
around 200 km and vanished at around 300 km (Figure 3).

DISCUSSION

Our study suggests that vole population dynamics in central
Europe are synchronized at a large spatial scale, i.e., until 300 km,
but the strength of synchrony declines with increasing distance.
While different mechanisms could have generated this pattern we
suggest that correlated environmental condition is themost likely
underlying causal factor.

Large Scale Vole Population Synchrony
The spatial scaling of synchrony of kestrel productivity
reported in this study suggests that vole populations fluctuate
synchronously over large distances in Switzerland (until 300 km).
Previous studies reported population synchrony of voles at only
medium distances, i.e., from 10 to 50 km (Steen et al., 1996;
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FIGURE 2 | Relationship between the index of vole abundance and

productivity of kestrels from 2007 to 2018. Open circles show productivity

estimates obtained from a model with a fixed time effect and the bold line

shows the productivity estimates based on a linear function of the index of vole

abundance. Vertical line and the shaded area show ±95% CRI.

TABLE 1 | Parameters estimates of the regression of the correlation in kestrel

productivity against distance between pairs of nest-boxes.

Parameter Mean [95% CRI] P(β) > 0

Linear relationship

β0 0.117 [0.114, 0.119] 1

β1 −0.018 [−0.020, −0.015] 0

Quadratic relationship

β0 0.124 [0.120, 0.127] 1

β1 −0.017 [−0.021, −0.013] 0

β2 −0.011 [−0.015, −0.007] 0

Bjørnstad et al., 1999; MacKinnon et al., 2001; Berthier et al.,
2014), whereas others suggested synchrony at larger spatial scales.
However, studies conducted at larger spatial scales were generally
unable to identify at which distance the positive correlation
vanished because of the limited size of the study area, i.e., up
to 60 km (Lambin et al., 2006), 80 km (Huitu et al., 2003b),
120 km (Huitu et al., 2008), or 250 km (Gouveia et al., 2016).
In the current study we used the breeding performance of a
raptor specialized in voles to infer vole population synchrony
with the advantage that data could more easily be collected over
large spatial scales. We were able to identify the distance upon
which synchrony stopped, which was around 300 km. Using a
similar approach, Sundell et al. (2004) found that vole population
synchrony in Finland vanish at around 500 km, demonstrating
that a study should cover a huge area to be able to identify the
extent of population synchrony in this taxon. Our study also
confirms that large scale vole population synchrony is not limited
to northern ecosystems but is also present at lower latitudes
(Lambin et al., 2006; Gouveia et al., 2016).

FIGURE 3 | Correlation in kestrel productivity against distance between pairs

of nest-boxes. Open circles show the correlation estimated by 10 km distance

classes. Distances from 280 to 310 km were pooled into a single class due to

sample size. The bold line shows the correlation in kestrel productivity

estimates based on a quadratic function of the distance between pairs of

nest-boxes. Vertical lines and the shaded areas show ±95% CRI.

What May Cause Large-Scale Population
Synchrony of Voles in Switzerland?
Our results suggest that vole population exhibit large scale
(i.e., 100–300 km) spatial synchrony in Switzerland. Hypotheses
explaining spatial synchrony are usually based on three classes
of mechanisms: (1) individual dispersal, (2) density-dependent
trophic interactions and (3) environmental conditions (i.e.,
Moran effect). The dispersal ability of small mammals is strongly
limited in space. The average dispersal distance of voles roughly
ranges from 10m to 2 km (Le Galliard et al., 2012). Even
considering sequential dispersal with several generations within
a year, individual movements produce spatial patterns that
are limited to local scales (Sherratt et al., 2000; MacKinnon
et al., 2001). Two populations at distances of more than 20 km
are generally assumed to be unconnected by local dispersal
(Bjørnstad et al., 1999; Krebs et al., 2002) suggesting that
dispersal cannot synchronize population size across large spatial
areas (i.e., 100–300 km) as described in this study (Ims and
Andreassen, 2005; Zhang et al., 2015). In rodent population
dynamics, the trophic interaction mechanism (2) is often limited
to the predator hypothesis, i.e., mobile predators may induce
spatial synchrony in vole populations. Nomadic birds of prey
are typically highly mobile predators that are expected to
synchronize vole population in Scandinavia (Norrdahl and
Korpimäki, 1996; Ims and Andreassen, 2000). However such
aggregating avian predators as for example Asio flammeus, Buteo
lagopus, Circus sp., are absent from our study area and local
predators i.e., F. tinnunculus, Buteo buteo, Asio otus, do not show
nomadic behavior like in Fennoscandia. Other predators such as
mustelids may also prey heavily on voles. However, mammals are
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less mobile than birds and their numerical response to variation
in local prey abundance has a time lag of at least 1 year (Gilg
et al., 2003). Mammalian predators appear therefore ineffective to
synchronize vole populations distant by hundreds of kilometers
within a single year. Thus the predator hypothesis seems
inoperable in our study area supporting the idea that predators
are not synchronizing populations everywhere (Petty et al., 2000;
Graham and Lambin, 2002; Lambin et al., 2006). Finally, among
the synchronizing mechanisms, only the third involving density
independent environmental effects (3) can satisfactorily explain
the large scale vole population synchrony observed in our study
area. This is in line with others studies conducted on vole and
lemming populations (Bjørnstad et al., 1999; Angerbjörn et al.,
2001; Krebs et al., 2002; Huitu et al., 2008). Climatic variables
such as precipitation and temperature show large scaling of
synchrony (up to continental scale; Koenig, 2002) that easily
includes our complete study area (Figure S3). Furthermore,
weather is an important factor of vole population regulation
(Tkadlec et al., 2006). Effects of weather on vole demography is
expected to be mainly indirectly mediated by plant productivity,
i.e., food resource, which can be particularly limiting in winter
(Hansen et al., 1999; Huitu et al., 2003a; Korslund and Steen,
2006; Tkadlec et al., 2006). Nutritional deficits during winter have
been associated to a poor physiological condition in voles and
to the decreasing phase of their population cycles (Huitu et al.,
2007). Vole physiology is not adapted to food deprivation and
fasting longer than some hours can lead to death (Mustonen et al.,
2008). To conclude, although these mechanisms are not mutually
exclusive, environmental effects are likely to be the key factor
both necessary and sufficient to generate large scale synchrony
of vole populations in Switzerland.

The Use of Breeding Performance of
Raptors to Infer Vole Population Dynamics
The use of the breeding performance of a raptors can
be a powerful approach to investigate patterns of prey
population fluctuations across space (Sundell et al., 2004). This
approach is particularly efficient regarding data collection. While
productivity of raptors can be assessed by one or two nest
controls, the direct estimation of vole abundance requires much
more intense data collection (Steen et al., 1996; Lambin et al.,
2006). However, the quality of data collected using the two
approaches is not identical and the indirect approach as used
here has some limitations. Raptors breeding performances reflect
prey availability with a low temporal resolution, i.e., only a
proxy of vole abundance over the duration of breeding season
is obtained. Owing to their high mobility, raptors provide also
information on vole abundance with a lower spatial resolution
making the investigation of local and continuous process such

as traveling wave not workable. Furthermore, even in a prey
specialist the breeding performance is not completely determined
by prey abundance but is affected also by additional factors.
Thus, this indirect method provides more crude information
compared to the direct estimation of vole abundance. Despite
these limitations we think that breeding performance of raptors
constitutes a useful complementary source of information to

infer prey population dynamics especially at large spatial scales.
This approach is currently underused and we hope it will be
appliedmore often in the future to obtain further insights on prey
population dynamics.
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